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Visualizing biological pathways

 Introduction:

 pathway models for biological processes 

 significant broad impacts

 for products in biotech applications and drug discovery 

 Goal: to try to convey complex global functionality

 Scientists are skeptical about the biological value of this way 

visualizations.
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Problem

 There is not yet standardized language for describing the pathways

 ‘pathway’ is the user-defined network of the biological interactions

 Categories:

 metabolic pathways

 gene regulation/transcription pathways

 signal transduction pathways
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Summary 4



Metabolic pathways 5



GenMapp – Statistical Analysis  6



Cytoscape 7



GScope 8



PathwayAssist and Patika 9



Shortcomings

 they do not provide adequate domain-specific biological context

 Users must perform many tedious operations to search for and 

extract relevant information

 Tools does not provide users with rapid biologically relevant insight

 Tools for exploring large complex biological systems of many 

integrated pathways are still needed!
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A system for visualizing and analyzing 

near-optimal protein sequence 

alignments

 two alternative methods for displaying large sets of protein 

alignment solutions:

 Optimal

 near-optimal
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Pairwise alignments 12



Path graphs 13



System goals

 to aid understanding of the relationship between two proteins 

 to facilitate understanding of the alignment generation algorithms. 
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System screenshots

animated pairwise 

alignment

partial path graph 

alignment
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Conclusion 1.1

 a system that improves the understanding of relationship between 

two proteins

 The ability for users to exploit and use expert knowledge is facilitated 

by the application of highlights, filters and the ability to directly 

create and edit alignments. 
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Conclusion 1.2

 not a replacement

 supplement to existing sequence analysis techniques

 the system could be used to construct high-quality homology 

models
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Thank you for your attention!
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